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Nippur series is characteristic by its compact, space saving design. Each 
and every park includes various types of horizontal bars, dips, vertical and 
horizontal wall bars, ring holder and many other features. Thanks to their 
trendy looks, RVL13 parks are suitable for virtually any place from public 
parks, school playgrounds or neighborhood meeting areas.  We have more 
than 120 standing street workout parks through the whole Europe while 
every one of them meets the highest requirements of our customers – 
top quality, futuristic design and endless color combinations from the RAL 
palette, delivery anytime between 3 to 6 weeks or use of the steal-proof 
mediums. Our sophisticated system does not allow for any movement of 
the bars which you could experience with other methods of fixation. Also, 
no plastic caps are needed since we carefully weld all the unnecessary holes 
in each component.

The name itself is derived from an ancient Sumerian city. Nippur used to be a 
very important business intersection overseen by a god of wind, Enlil.

Nippur is our middle and by far the most popular series. The purposeful layout 
of all the elements predestines these parks for circular trainings or practice of 
the special workout moves but it can also provide a satisfactory stretch for the 
public after a stressful day in the office.

Nippurs comply with all the necessary standards for playgrounds and they are 
fully certified according to the strictest TUV criteria. All of the parts are made 
of strength steel with a minimum diameter of 4mm. The surface treatment is 
also handled through the best available procedures – coverage with a layer of 
zinc and komaxit coloring are an absolute standard. The static calculations and 
stress tests confirm that the parts used in our constructions will withstand four 
times the required set points. During the development and testing of all new 
elements we collaborate with the national street workout representatives of 
the Czech Republic and Slovakia – Adam Raw, Martin Viedensky, Jan Kares or 
Patrik Semerak. 

Why should you choose RVL13?
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NIPPUR LMAX

This giant of the middle class doesn’t allow for any doubt that everybody will find their perfect 
workout station. Double ring holder, triple dip bars, straight inclined vertical and horizontal wall 
bars, dance pole and numerous horizontal bars provide the ideal playground for both men and 
women of all ages. Nippur L max includes all the elements of the smaller versions and something 
more. For the first time it presents a micro-rack in the basic setting, which grants an easier practice 
of the hardest tricks. For the full enjoyment of this beast, we recommend to upgrade it with some 
of our special workout benches.

Nippur Park Size Lmax
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NIPPUR L+

Less means sometimes more but this saying definitely doesn’t fit our Nippur L+. It is the very first 
park with a professional dance pole and so it rightfully attracts also girls and women. Together with 
the impressive foundation of Nippur L it provides an unprecedented versatility and number of 
workout stations which climbs up to 31. Between the traditional and most popular supplements, 
you can find a micro-rack or the special workout benches.

Nippur Park Size L+
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NIPPUR L

Nippur L series is a compact solution which includes 29 unique workout stations and allows for 
countless practice combinations. With two ring holders, inclined wall bars and numerous horizontal 
bars, Nippur L is a perfect solution for the street workout communities or various sport complexes. 
Simply put, it is predestined for collective trainings and exhibitions.

Nippur Park Size L
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NIPPUR M+

It is no surprise that Nippur M+ has the same core as its smaller ancestor. Complemented with 
some extra bars it greatly improves on the provided possibilities which are to be exploited at 23 
unique workout stations. Nippurs M+ stand out among the others with an excellent cost 
performance. Special workout benches or stalks are to be found between the most popular 
add-ons of these parks.

Nippur Park Size M+
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NIPPUR M

The golden medium choice of our Nippur selection offers an expansion against the previous 
version by three lower horizontal bars. These are particularly suitable for practice of more 
challenging moves or combination of the practice on the bars and on the ground. Ms can easily 
satisfy up to 17 trainees at the same time. Regarding its layout, Nippur M is perfect for callisthenic 
enthusiasts as well as freestylers and sporty amateurs. It can be tuned up with our special workout 
benches or stalks.

Nippur Park Size M
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NIPPUR S+

With this park limited budget won‘t stand in your way. Nippur S+ can host up to 13 sportsmen at 
the same time. All of its components are dynamically linked so you can switch from classic workout 
to bar freestyle without hesitation. The workout experience can be further improved with an extra 
module called minirack or some of our special benches.

Nippur Park Size S+



URUKREVOLUTION13 velké parky

The largest park of our portfolio is a dream come true for every street-workouter. 
Uruk 5 presents a large amount of horizontal bars in different heights, dips and 
ladders, training benches and special  features such as bar ballz, stalks or step-ups. It 
is a versatile outdoor gym which will test your fitness. This park is particularly suited 
for larger cities and sports complexes where its potential of 130+ workout stations 
can be fully exploited.

Uruk Park Size 5

URUK5
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Bigger cities and bigger communities need 
bigger parks RVL13. Uruk series brings more 
space, both freestyle and power elements 
and with that, more possibilities. Uruk parks 
present a perfect solution for hosting of 
regional competitions or sport club practices. 
They are a little more space demanding, but 
at the same time they allow for much better 
customization and compliance with the 
unique needs of every workout community.

Uruk Park





PETUMREVOLUTION13 supplementary segments / segments for disabled

DVARAKA

BATTLE BAR

MINI RACK

VARIO DIP

DOUBLE AB

BAG HOLDER

STALKY

BENCH DIP

Upgrade your Nippur setup with some of our 
original segments from the Petum series! We 
build our parks also with the disabled athletes 
in our minds and so they are all barrier free. 
Three of our workout segments are dedicated 

directly to the handicapped.







MOBILEREVOLUTION13 mobile elements and parks

 
This bar is characterized by an extreme stability and mobility. You 
can take it apart and move away literally within a couple of 
minutes.  It comes in an endless variety of color combinations and 
each customer can choose to put a short writing on it. The surface 
treatment is common with our outdoor parks which grants the bar 
and extreme durability. Several Guinness world records were 
accomplished on this very mobile bar and it is widely used by 
professional teams on exhibitions across Europe.

Mobile Bar Jan Kares Edition 
This outdoor construction with three horizontal bars and double 
dip bars has one major advantage. Thanks to the special metal 
plates and stabilizing elements it isn’t necessary to anchor it to the 
ground. That makes it a perfect candidate for various exhibitions, 
camps, sports events or just as a portable complement for your 
garden. This micro-park takes only 8m2 of your space but it can 
host up to 5 people at the same time.

Mobile Park
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KONTAKTBARVY REKORD

Color combinations
from RAL
palette

Guinness record

6800
Pull-ups on RVL13 bar

within 24 hours

Jan Kareš

manufacturer
ENUMA ELIS S.R.O.

division

RVL13
address

LANNOVA 2061/18
PRAHA1

CZECH REPUBLIC
email

info@rvl13.com
web

www.rvl13.com
telephone

+420 723 677 666
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